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Quadrilateral and Tetrahedral Mesh Stripification
Using 2-Factor Partitioning of the Dual Graph

Abstract In order to find a 2-factor of a graph, there
exist O(n1.5 ) deterministic algorithm [7] and O(n3 ) randomized algorithm [14]. In this paper, we propose novel
O(n log3 n log log n) algorithms to find a 2-factor, if one
exists, of a graph in which all n vertices have degree four
or less. Such graphs are actually dual graphs of quadrilateral and tetrahedral meshes. A 2-factor of such graphs
implicitly defines a linear ordering of the mesh primitives
in the form of strips. Further, by introducing a few additional primitives, we reduce the number of tetrahedral
strips to represent the entire tetrahedral mesh, and represent the entire quad-surface using a single quad-strip.
Keywords Graph matching, 2-factor, quadrilateral
stripification, tetrahedral stripification.

Fig. 1 A cube and its dual graph. A 2-factor of the graph
is a 2-regular spanning graph. Two possible 2-factors of the
dual graph are shown. They define disjoint quadrilateral strip
cycles on a manifold quadrangulation. Note that the edges
that belong to the complement of 2-factor also define disjoint
cycles in the dual of a quadrangulated manifold.

1 Introduction
Quadrilateral and tetrahedral meshes are fundamental
geometric structures in many mechanical and scientific
simulations, and visualization. Due to the importance of
these primitives, a number of algorithms have been designed to create these primitive representations of the
given mesh from other representations [1,3,4,9]. Given
a mesh with quadrilateral or tetrahedral representation,
a linear ordering of these primitives can be used in geometric processing applications including rendering and
compression of large data sets [10]. In fact, many compression techniques yield primitive strips as a byproduct
[12,11,10, 19,13,16, 22]. Most of the compression based
stripification algorithms are greedy algorithms that collect primitives while walking along the mesh elements.
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Further, there are specific algorithms for tetrahedral and
quadrilateral stripification. For regular tetrahedral meshes,
[15] suggests space-filling curve approach for stripification. Heuristics for strip generation from rectangular ‘patches’
of quadrilaterals was suggested by [6] and was used by
[18]. Further, given a polygonal mesh, algorithm to efficiently decompose them to create a triangular strips was
suggested by [24]. In this context, there are also works on
creating triangle strips specifically from a quadrilateral
meshes [20,23].
In this paper, given a quad or tetrahedral mesh, we
propose a graph based algorithm that performs a global
analysis of the mesh to find quad and tetra strips. This
algorithm takes advantage of the similarity in the dual
graph structures of quad and tetrahedral meshes and
presents a unified solution for the problem in meshes
with either of these primitives. Our work is closely related to the triangle strip generation algorithm by Gopi
and Eppstein [8] that finds strips using the 1-factor in
the dual graph of a manifold triangulated mesh. We use
the 2-factor in the dual graph of tetrahedral meshes and
manifold quadrilateral meshes.
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1.1 Main Contributions
– The fundamental contribution of this paper are the
algorithms to find a 2-factor of a graph with degree
four or less. A 2-factor of a graph has many more applications than just in quadrilateral and tetrahedral
stripification, like network flow analysis, sequencial
storage in databases, etc.
– Further, we present a unified algorithm to find quadrilateral and tetrahedral strips from quad manifold surface meshes and tetrahedral volume meshes using the
above 2-factor finding algorithm.
– Efficient management of strips can be done if the
number of strips is less. We propose novel and generalized subdivision techniques for quad and tetrahedral elements to merge strip-cycles and minimize the
number of strip loops. In the process, we can achieve
a single Hamiltonian quadrilateral strip covering the
entire manifold quadrilateral mesh.
We discuss the theory of k-factor of the graph in Section 2 and propose algorithms to compute a 2-factor of
the graph. A 2-factor of the dual graph of a quad or
tetrahedral mesh implicitly defines quad and tetra strips.
In Section 3 we present subdivision techniques to merge
these disjoint strips. Finally, we discuss implementation
and results of our stripification algorithms in Section 4.

2 Quadrilateral and Tetrahedral Stripification
The dual of a quadrilateral mesh representation of a
manifold, a dual quad-graph, is a 4-regular graph (every
node has degree 4). For all practical purposes, tetrahedral volume mesh form 3-manifold surfaces with boundaries. Hence its dual graph, a dual tetra-graph, will have
nodes with less than degree four on the boundaries. But
for this difference, these dual graphs have very similar
structures and hence most of the graph algorithms that
are applicable to one dual graph can be applied to the
other also.
In this paper, we propose algorithms that are applicable to both dual quad- and tetra-graphs to find disjoint
cycles in the graph that translates to disjoint quad/tetra
strip loops in the primal mesh. Post-processing of these
strips are dependent on manfoldness of the mesh and
hence independent techniques are developed for quad
and tetra strips.
The fundamental concept we use to develop quadand tetra-strips is the 2-factor of a graph. In the next
section, we discuss the classical definition of a 2-factor
of a graph. In Section 2.2 we present two algorithms to
find a 2-factor in the dual graph which implicitly defines
a partition of the quadrilateral and tetrahedral primal
meshes into quad and tetrahedral strips.

Fig. 2 (left) The dual degree three graph of the triangulation of a genus 0 manifold and a perfect matching shown by
dark edges. (center) The set of unmatched edges form disjoint cycles. Two such cycles are shown. These disjoint cycles
are connected to each other by matched edges. The algorithm
constructs a spanning tree of these disjoint cycles and hence
choose matched edges that connect these cycles. (right) The
triangle pairs corresponding to chosen matched edges in the
tree are split creating two new triangles for every pair. Matching is toggled around the new (nodal) vertices resulting in a
triangulation with a Hamiltonian cycle of unmatched edges.
Reproduced from [8].

2.1 The 2-factor of a Graph
Definition 1 A k-factor of a graph G is a spanning kregular subgraph of G.
For example, a 1-factor matches every node of the graph
with one and exactly one of its neighbors. A 1-factor
is also called a perfect matching. By Peterson’s theorem
[17], a 3-regular, bridgeless graph always has a perfect
matching. Using the fact that the dual graphs of triangulated two manifolds are 3-regular, bridgeless graphs
and that a perfect matching exists for such graphs, Gopi
and Eppstein [8] construct triangle strip loop partitions
and eventually a single triangle strip loop of a triangulated two manifold of any arbitrary genus. Specifically,
since every node has degree three and exactly one of the
edges is chosen by the 1-factor graph, the rest of the two
edges form disjoint loops that partitions in the vertex
set of the dual graph and hence the input mesh. These
disjoint loops were merged by subdividing two adjacent
triangles belonging to two different cycles into four triangles by inserting a new vertex in the midpoint of the
shared edge. This creates a single strip cycle covering all
the triangles in the input mesh. This algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.
We use a similar approach to construct quad and
tetra strips using the following classical result attributed
to Peterson [17].
Theorem 1 Every regular graph of even degree has a
2-factor.
The implication of the above theorem is that the dual
quad-graph of a two manifold, which is a 4-regular graph,
has a 2-factor; that is, there is a subgraph in which every
vertex has degree two. Hence all the nodes in the dual
graph along with the chosen edges in the 2-factor form
disjoint loops and thus quad-strip loops in the primal
quadrangulation.
Since the dual tetra-graph is not a regular graph,
the above theorem does not apply to tetrahedral meshes.
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Fig. 3 Illustration of a two-pass graph matching algorithm
on the dual of a cube. (a) Dual graph of a cube. (b) First
pass perfect matching. (c) Remove the matched edges from
the first pass and run the second pass of graph matching. (d)
Union of matched edges from (b) and (c) gives a 2-factor.

Hence the 2-factor finding algorithms that are explained
in the subsections below, when applied to the dual tetragraphs might not produce a 2-factor – not all nodes
might have degree two. In other words, the stripification
of the primal tetrahedral mesh may contain both linear
strips and strip-loops. Since linear tetrahedral strips also
are acceptable as solutions to our problem, we propose
the following 2-factor finding algorithms as unified algorithms for the stripification of both quadrilateral and
tetrahedral meshes.

2.2 Algorithms for Finding a 2-Factor
Most recent work [14] uses randomized algorithms to find
a 2-factor in sparse graphs with n vertices in O(n3 ) expected time. There are deterministic algorithms that find
it in O(n1.5 ) time [7]. Our graphs are special graphs that
are dual to quad/tetra meshes which might lead to simpler solutions. Here we present two algorithms to find the
2-factor in the dual quad/tetra graph using a 1-factor
finding algorithm which can be computed in O(n log4 n)
and can be improved to O(n log3 n log log n) using the recent results from [21]. Though the theoretical improvement over the results is marginal, the most important
practical advantage of the presented algorithms is that
of code reusability: there are many implementations of
graph matching (the 1-factor finding) algorithms available in public domain that we can use to find the 2-factor.
2.2.1 Two Pass Graph Matching Algorithm
The first algorithm, which we call the two-pass graph
matching method, applies the graph matching algorithm
twice on the input dual graph to get a 2-factor. Specifically, we run the graph matching algorithm once, remove
the matched edges from the input graph, and run the
matching algorithm again on the new graph. The union
of matched edges chosen from these two runs gives us
a 2-factor of the original graph, and hence disjoint cycles in the mesh. This algorithm is illustrated in Figure
3. We use public implementation of a cardinality graph
matching algorithm that gives a perfect matching if one
exists and maximizes the matching, otherwise.

ABCD

ABED

B

Fig. 4 Left: A five node 4-regular graph with no 1-factor
(perfect matching) but has a 2-factor as shown. Hence a twopass graph matching algorithm to find a two-factor will not
work in such graphs. Right: A geometric realization of a 3node 4-regular graph. Every quadrilateral shares two edges
with its neighbor – usually an unacceptable geometry for
graphics and visualization applications. A simple cycle in the
dual graph is its 2-factor.

This simple algorithm produces correct results for
most of the practical models but does not work on graphs
with odd number of nodes even if they are 4-regular (Figure 4). But most of such odd-node graphs either do not
have an orientable 2-manifold geometric realization or
have geometry (e.g non-planar faces) and topology (e.g.
two quadrilaterals sharing two edges) that are usually
unacceptable in graphics and visualization applications.
We show one geometric realization of an odd-vertex dual
graph in Figure 4. Our graphs are derived from geometric
meshes used in visualization applications and in fact, all
the models we tried with the two-pass graph matching
method yielded a 2-factor, if one existed.
The run-time complexity of the matching algorithm
is O(n log3 n log log n), where n is proportional to the
number of vertices or edges in the dual graph. Note that
given the peculiarities of the graph, the number of vertices and edges is equal, up to a small constant factor.
2.2.2 Template Substitution Algorithm
The second algorithm, the template substitution method,
is guaranteed to find a 2-factor, if one exists, on any
graph in which every vertex is of degree four or less.
Specifically, the graph need not be a 4-regular graph and
hence this algorithm is suitable for the dual tetra-graphs
also.
In this method, we first transform the input dual
graph G into a new graph G0 by substituting every node
in G with the template shown in Figure 5. Let us call
the graph G0 , the inflated graph. We state and prove the
following relationship between the 2-factor in the original graph G and the perfect matching (1-factor) in the
inflated graph G0 .
In the template that is substituted for each original
node, in addition to the quadruplicates representing the
original node, there are two more nodes. During graph
matching on this template, these two additional nodes
can get matched to two of the quadruplicates leaving
exactly two other nodes to be matched outside the template. We call the process of adding these extra nodes
to engage a subset of nodes in the template as doping
for its resemblance to a similar process in semiconductor
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manufacturing. We use this concept of doping to prove
the following theorem.
Theorem 2 There exists a 1-factor in the inflated graph
if and only if there exists a 2-factor in the original graph.
Proof ⇒Let us assume that there exists a 1-factor in
the inflated graph. This means that both the dopes are
matched thus engaging exactly two of the quadruplicates. Since there exists a 1-factor, the other two quadruplicates are also matched, and have to be matched
external to the template along the edges in the original
graph. This yields a 2-factor in the original graph.
⇐ Let us assume that there is a 2-factor in the original graph. Hence exactly two of the quadruplicates are
connected external to the template structure thus leaving
two other nodes among the quadruplicates to be matched
internally with the dopes. Note the important connectivity structure of dopes inside the template: any two
nodes among the quadruplicates can be matched with
the dopes. Hence, given any 2-factor, there exists a perfect matching in the inflated graph.

Fig. 5 Left: Dual graph node of one quadrilateral or tetrahedron of a quad/tetra mesh. Right: The template that is substituted for every node in the dual graph. Unshaded nodes
are the new dope nodes added to the dual graph. If there exists a 2-factor outside this template, that is, if exactly two
of the quadruplicates are matched externally, the dope nodes
are matched with the remaining two nodes thus producing a
perfect matching for the entire graph. Note the internal connectivity with the dope nodes that enables perfect matching
given any combination of two externally matched edges.

A 1-factor in the inflated graph gives a 2-factor in
the original graph and hence quad/tetra strip loops in
the primal mesh. Specifically, the inflated graph dual of
a quadrangulated 2-manifold mesh will always have a Fig. 6 Left: Nodal vertex processing on a vertex with four
1-factor and can be found using a (cardinality) graph incident quadrilaterals and two disjoint cycles. The resulting
merged cycle is shown.Similar arrangements can be realized
matching algorithm whose public implementations are in tetrahedral meshes also, with even number of tetrahedra
available. Such a 1-factor is not guaranteed in the inflated incident on an edge. Right: The dual graph of a quad/tetra
dual graph of a tetrahedral mesh (with boundary) since strip. Six primitives incident on an (n−2)-dim simplex. Thick
edges are matched edges and the thin edges show the unique
a 2-factor is not guaranteed by Peterson’s theorem.
disjoint cycles. Every node has degree four. Alternating edges
If there is no 1-factor, the graph matching algorithm are matched and unmatched edges. Toggling these assignwill maximize the cardinality of matchings leaving min- ments merges the incident cycles.
imum number of nodes unmatched. These unmatched
nodes might be either the nodes of the quadruplicates
or the dopes. If any of the dope nodes is unmatched, we and every tetrahedron in the mesh will belong to one of
break the external matching of quadruplicate nodes to the strips. In fact, we follow this approach in our implematch them internally with the free dope nodes. Thus mentation.
The run-time complexity of the matching algorithm
in the original graph every node will have either two or
3
fewer matched edges. All tetrahedra in the primal mesh is also O(n log n log log n) as the two-pass graph matchcorresponding to unmatched dual graph nodes (that is, ing algorithm. But this algorithm uses the inflated graph
with zero matched edges) are defined as singleton strips. which has six times more nodes and edges than the origiFrom each of the tetrahedron corresponding to the dual nal graph. Hence this algorithm is an order of magnitude
node with exactly one matched edge, we follow the matched slower than the two-pass graph matching method. On the
edges to form a linear strip of tetrahedra till it reaches other hand, it finds a two factor in any graph with vertex
another tetrahedron with exactly one matched edge. Rest degrees four or less.
of the tetrahedra have two matched edges each and hence
they form disjoint tetrahedron strip loops.
Instead of using matched edges, an alternative ap- 3 Merging Cycles
proach is to use the unmatched edges to define strips.
This approach is similar to that of [8] to use unmatched Finding a single simple cycle that connects all nodes of
edges to define triangle strips. The advantage of this ap- the graph is NP-complete. But we can merge the strips
proach is that there will be no singleton tetrahedral strips yielded by the above algorithms to form a single strip by
since every node will either have two, three, or four un- subdividing the mesh primitives. Even though multiplematched edges (since they have two, one or zero matched strip partitions are valid representations for many graphedges). A suitable traversal along the unmatched edges ics and visualization rendering applications, [5] showed
will again produce tetrahedral strip loops or linear strips, that the overhead of maintaining multiple strips over
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a single strip is significant. Further, strips are used in
many other applications like connectivity compression,
and such applications would benefit from a single strip
representation.
First, we describe an extension of the nodal vertex
processing algorithm that was used to merge disjoint triangle strip cycles [8], to process quadrilateral strip cycles.
Further, the same concept can be extended to tetrahedral
mesh which we call nodal edge processing. Such nodal
vertex/edge processing does not require subdivision of
primitives but reduces the number of disjoint loops in
the entire stripification of the model.
The remaining cycles after the nodal vertex/edge processing are merged through subdivision processes. Since
the subdivisions are dependent on the geometry, even
though the dual quad- and tetra- graphs are locally similar, we have to apply different subdivision techniques
depending on the mesh primitive. We discuss independent algorithms for quadrilateral and tetrahedral subdivisions.
3.1 Nodal Fan-Simplex Processing
Since this processing is applicable to both quadrilaterals and tetrahedra, we refer to them in generic terms
as primitives. Further, in a manifold (with boundaries)
mesh one or two primitives are incident on an (n−1)-dim
simplex (one or two quadrilaterals on an edge, and one
or two tetrahedra on a triangular face) and a number
of primitives form a fan around an (n − 2)-dim simplex
(quadrilateral fan around a vertex and tetrahedral fan
around an edge). We call an (n − 2)-dim simplex, generically, as a fan simplex and hence the nodal vertex/edge
processing as fan-simplex processing.
The goal of this optimization is to increase the length
of the disjoint cycles by merging many cycles without
any primitive splits. Assume that we have already constructed a 2-factor, and partitioned the primitives of the
input mesh into disjoint cycles. We classify a mesh fansimplex v as a nodal fan-simplex if it satisfies the following conditions: qv , the number of primitives incident on
v is even, the total number of unique disjoint cycles that
these incident primitives belong to is q2v , and the incident primitives do not share more than one (n − 1)-dim
simplex between the adjacent neighbors.
An example of a nodal fan-simplex processing with
four primitives and two unique incident cycles in each
of them is shown in Figure 6. The neighborhood of every nodal fan-simplex is modified such that the matched
and unmatched primitive pairs are toggled. This merges
all the incident cycles into one cycle. If we use a unionfind data structure to keep track of which primitives belong to which cycles, we can test whether any mesh fansimplex is nodal using a number of union-find queries
proportional to the degree of the fan-simplex, so the total time for the optimization is O(nα(n)) where α is the
extremely slowly growing inverse Ackermann function.
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Fig. 7 Subdividing a quadrilateral pair using two vertices (A
and B). Note that in the case of strips crossing non-adjacent
edges (left example), after subdivision, a pair of adjacent subdivided quadrilaterals share two edges. Further, depending
on the configuration of the strip-path the connectivity of the
edges from A and B changes (right example).

The nodal fan-simplex optimization step typically significantly reduces the number of disjoint strip-cycles, but
we have no theoretical guarantees on its performance.
The results on typical number of instances when such an
optimization is done is given in Tables 1 and 2. Once this
optimization is performed, we form a new graph in which
every node corresponds to a strip cycle, and two nodes
are connected if their corresponding cycles are adjacent
to each other [8]. A spanning tree in this new graph determines which two cycles can be merged using primitive
subdivision operations, as explained in the following sections.

3.2 Quadrilateral Subdivisions for Merging Strips
In a manifold quadrilateral mesh, there are exactly twice
the number of edges than faces. Using this fact, we can
prove that in order to maintain the Euler characteristic
of the mesh during subdivision, the increase in number
of vertices and faces have to be the same. In order not
to affect the results of the matching algorithm, the new
faces should potentially be matched to each other; in
other words, there should be even number of additional
faces, and hence we can insert only even number of new
vertices during subdivision.
Given the above argument, the minimum number of
vertices we can introduce for a quadrilateral mesh subdivision is two. Figure 7 shows two such subdivisions. First,
we observe that the subdivision of the quadrilateral itself
is dependent on the configuration of strip cycle path in
both of the quadrilaterals. Further, routing of the strips
inside the subdivision also depends on the original strip
path. This requires case-by-case handling of the subdivision. Second, we see that under one of the strip path
patterns two new quadrilaterals share two edges between
them – an undesirable topological configuration. We can
also show that the subdivision with four new vertices
also suffers from the same two drawbacks as adding two
vertices.
The minimum number of vertices that we can add to
a quadrilateral pair subdivision without the above two
drawbacks is six (Figure 8). Each quad-pair subdivision
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will be a nodal vertex around which the two strips can
be merged using nodal vertex processing algorithm explained in the previous section. Different cases of strip
path are shown in Figure 8. Such a processing removes
the dependency of the geometric connectivity of the subdivided quadrilaterals from the strip path. Further, the
routing can be done automatically without case-by-case
analysis of the strip path configurations between the two
quadrilaterals of the subdivided quad-pair.

b

3.3 Tetrahedral Subdivisions for Merging Strips
Fig. 8 Quadrilateral subdivision with six vertices. In the
figure, labeled as follows: (a) Internal quadrilaterals. (b) External quadrilaterals in the strip. (c) External quadrilateral
not in the strip. Two new, shared vertices are added. The one
chosen as nodal vertex is shaded dark. The strip before and
after the subdivision is shown with thick arrow lines.

Fig. 9 Subdividing a quadrilateral pair with six vertices.
Four possible configurations are shown, one in each column:
top showing the original strip path and the bottom showing
the strip after subdivision and strip-merging: The strip within
each quadrilateral is routed in order to traverse through all
the four quadrilaterals after subdivision as shown in Figure
8. Once such a routing is done, the appropriate shared vertex
(shown shaded) is chosen for nodal vertex processing to merge
the strips in both the quadrilaterals. All other configurations
of strip paths are mirror reflections of the cases shown.

has six external quadrilaterals (three in each of the parent quadrilaterals), two internal quadrilaterals (one in
each of the parent quadrilaterals), and two new shared
vertices in the shared boundary of the quad-pair. We
call the four of the six external quadrilaterals that are in
the strip-path as strip-quadrilaterals. Within each parent
quadrilateral, we first route the strip such that it traverses through all the new quadrilaterals as follows: one
external strip-quad → internal-quad → external quad
that is not a strip-quad → the other external strip-quad.
If such routing is done in both the adjacent subdivided
quadrilaterals then at least one of the shared vertices

Tetrahedral subdivision for strip-merging is exactly similar to triangle subdivision for strip merging [8]. In triangulated models, two adjacent triangles belonging to
different cycles are divided into two triangles each by introducing a vertex in the mid-point of the shared edge
(Figure 2). Then a nodal vertex processing is performed
at this new vertex to merge the cycles. In tetrahedral
meshes, two adjacent tetrahedra belonging to different
cycles are divided into three tetrahedra each by introducing a vertex in the centroid of the shared face. Then
a nodal-edge processing is performed around one of the
three newly introduced edges on the shared face. The
process of finding this nodal edge is detailed below.
Unlike dual-quad/tri graph, the dual tetra-graph after subdivision is non-planar (Figure 10). First, as in
quad/tri-strip merging method, strips in each of the tetrahedron is routed within the three subdivided tetrahedra.
There is at least one adjacent tetrahedron-pair in the
strip among the upper three tetrahedra, whose corresponding tetrahedra in the lower half also are adjacent
in their strip path (tetrahedrons A, B, A0 , B 0 in Figure
10). In the dual graph, they form a four-cycle in which
the matched and unmatched edges alternate. This corresponds to a nodal edge in the primal – the common
edge between these four tetrahedra. Nodal fan-simplex
processing is done around this edge to merge the upper
and lower strips.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the stripification of tetrahedral meshes might produce a combination of linear
strips and strip loops. We can merge two strips using
subdivision if and only if they are disjoint and at least
one of them is a strip loop. If both are linear strips, then
the subdivision and merging process would split and connect to produce two linear strips again.

4 Implementation and Results
In our implementation, both the two pass and the template matching algorithms use the LEDA implementation of cardinality graph matching algorithm. Since the
cardinality matching algorithm is independent of its application (as in our case, stripification), we do not have
a metric to compare the quality of results of the strips
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Fig. 10 Subdividing a tetrahedron pair. (a-b) The dual graph before and after subdivision. (c) The strip path before
subdivision. (d) Strips in each of the tetrahedron is routed within the three subdivided tetrahedra. There is at least one edge
in the upper tetrahedron strip path, whose parallel path in the lower tetrahedron is traversed by the its strip path. In this
example, edge AB in the upper and A0 B 0 in the lower tetrahedron are traversed. This forms a four-cycle (shown as dotted
lines) along with the corresponding edges a and b in which the matched and unmatched edges in the dual alternate. This
corresponds to a nodal edge in the primal, shown in dark blue in (f). (e) Merging of cycles by nodal-edge processing. (f)
Result of subdivision and merging in the primal tetrahedral mesh.

produced by our two algorithms. (If we had use weighted
matching algorithm, then we could evaluate the quality of the strips based on its adherence to the weighting function.) On the other hand, the efficiency of these
two algorithms can be compared. The template matching algorithm runs on an inflated graph of six times the
number of edges and six times the number of nodes. On
the other hand, the two-pass matching method runs the
algorithm twice (but on a trimmed edge graph in the second pass). Hence there is an overall improvement of efficiency of an order of magnitude from template matching
to two-pass matching method. Note the template matching algorithm works on all input graphs with degree four
or less, even if it had odd number of vertices. Further,
while the two-pass matching method may not work always work on tetrahedral meshes, template matching
works on the dual of all tetrahedral meshes. Tables 1 and
2 give more information about these algorithms on various inputs. The experiments were performed in a Pentium 4 at 2.4GHz running Linux, with a NVidia Quadro4
980 XGL graphics card and 512MB RAM.

Model

Faces

Sphere
Trico
Blob

640
2830
8020

Final
faces
646
2902
8146

%inc.
0.9
2.5
1.6

Nodal
verts
26
119
334

#edge
splits
1
12
21

time
sec.
0.12
0.99
6.89

Table 1 Quadrilateral stripification using two pass matching algorithm: Note the significant number of nodal vertex
processing that merges cycles without subdivision. The total
number of cycles remaining after nodal vertex processing is
one more than the number of edge splits. In spite of introducing four more quadrilaterals for every split, note that the
percentage increase is very small. The result after the subdivisions and cycle mergings is one single Hamiltonian quadrilateral strip that traverses through all the quadrilaterals in
the mesh.

Model
Trico
Fandisk
Ball
Spring
Blob

Tetra/Verts
15310/4633
22491/7144
430/162
24359/7226
31526/8769

I
139
290
3
326
197

II
376
471
9
737
974

III
12
2
0
4
66

IV
9.8/8.1
8.3/6.6
7.4/4.9
12.1/10.2
12.3/11.1

V
132
414
<1
415
527

Table 2 Tetrahedral stripification using template substitution algorithm: For each tetrahedral mesh, we show: Number
of tetrahedra, number or vertices, (I) Number of nodal edges,
(II) Number of obtained cycles, (III) Number of obtained
linear strips, (IV) % increase in tetrahedra/vertices and (V)
Running time in seconds. The increase in number of tetrahedra and vertices are due to strip merging by subdivision.
Note the number of new vertices (which equals the number of
subdivisions) is exactly equal to the number of linear strips
minus one – to merge all the loops, plus one to merge this
loop with one linear strip, if one exists. Further, the number
of new tetrahedra is four times the number of new vertices.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new algorithm to find the
2-factor of a class of graphs in O(n log3 n log log n) running time. We also presented novel algorithms that use
this 2-factor in the dual graph to create quadrilateral
and tetrahedral strips. The direction of the strips found
by above methods depends on the results of the graph
matching algorithm. As part of future work, we would
like to use the weighted graph matching to globally steer
the strip in order to satisfy certain properties like normal based clustering. Similar techniques were used for
back-face culling and transparent vertex caching [2, 5].
Further, we can use weighted perfect matching to choose
the boundary triangles of the tetrahedral mesh to force
external matching to reduce the number of internal tetrahedral strips. We would also like to develop out-of-core
cardinality matching graph algorithms that can be applied on gigantic graphs to handle large models used in
graphics and visualization applications.
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Fig. 11 Rendering of a single-quad strip (left) and the obtained tetrahedral strips of a sphere model.

Fig. 12 Rendering of used models: Blob, Fandisk, Spring
and Trico. These original triangulated models were quadrangulated by combining triangles. Further, they were tetrahedralized by inserting a few extra vertices inside them to get
high quality tetrahedra.
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